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INSPECTION SUMMARY

l_n_spect ion randucted Ma_y 18 through June 5. 1992 (Report Nos. 50-313/92-16:
50-368/92 @

Areas inspected: Special, announced, team inspection of the Arkansas Nuclear
One Unit 1 (ANO-1), electrical distribution- system (EDS) . The team evaluated
t*.e functional design and capabilities of the EDS and those mechanical systems
ecessary to support the EDS. Tha team also reviewed the action which had

leen taken in response to the previously identified problems with the Unit 2
EDS.
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Results: Within the areas inspected, one violation of NRC requirements was
identified. The violation involved the failure to properly revise plant
procedures and is discussed in paras.aph 4.3.

The team considered the overall functional capability of the EDS to be
adequate. The team considered the recently completed design calculations and
the demonstrated capabilities of the engineering personnel to be program
strengths.

The inspection results are further delineated in the Executive Summary of the
report.

The status of the AN0-2 EOSFI findings are presented in paragraph 1. A

tabulation of the-issues which will require followup inspection effort is
provided in Attachment 2.

5
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) determined that the functional
capability of the electrical distribution system (EDS) at some facilities had
been compromised or placed in an uncertain condition by either imperfect
design or incompatible modification. Because of the importance of the EDS in
every aspect of plant operation and safety, the NRC implemented a program of
performing an in-depth, EDS functional inspection (EDSFI) at each of the
operating power-reactor facilities. The EDSF1 for the Arkansas Nuclear One,
Unit 1, facility was conducted from May 18 through June 5, 1992. The
inspection-was conducted by a team of personnel from.the NRC Region IV office
and consultants.

Because of the differences in the designs of the ANO units, a separate EDSFI
was conducted for each unit, The EDSFI of AN0-2 included the common
components and programs and'was documented in NRC Inspection
Report 50-313/91-02; 50-368/91-02.

The. purpose of this EDSFI was to evaluate the capability to provide necessary
electrical power to Unit 1 equipment during normal, upset, and accident
conditions.- To accomplish this purpose, the team evaluated the design of the
electrical systems, reviewed the mechanical systems affecting the EDS,
scrutinized the-involved equipment, and examined the testing programs and
their results. The inspection team implemented the guidance contained in
Temporary Instruction (TI) 2515/107, " Electrical Distribution Functional
Inspection," Revision 0, dated October 19, 1990, during the performance of
this inspection.

The team considered the uverall design of the EDS to be adequate. The Nam
found the recent design calculations to be complete and well organizec' and
considered' those calculations to be a program strength. The team found the
engineering personnel knowledgeable and considered the engineering program's
self-assessment of the EDS as a proactive initiat've. Both the personnel and
the engineering program were considered strengths. The team also considered
the excellent material condition of the plant to be a program strength.:

|- The team was concerned about the lack of an automatic bypass for the emergency
L diesel generator (EDG) trip signals during accident conditions. The trip

signals were neither redundant nor implemented with coincident logic
| provisions. Even though the licensee was not required to provide bypasses for
j the trip signals during accident situations, the team considered not bypassing
| the trip signals to be a design weakness.

The team considered the modification of the EDG air-start system to be a good
L ' design improvement. The team was concerned, however, about the various

process. piping that was routed through the EDG rooms.

One apparent violation of NRC requirements was identified during the
inspection. The violation involved the failure to properly update plant,

L procedures. This-issue is discussed in paragraph 4.3. (313/9216-07)

|
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The team also identified a concern related to an apparent lack of work control
which led to the inability to operate an EDG fuel-oil transfer pump. However,
as discussed in paragraph 4.1, the licensee identified the problem and
implemented acceptable corrective actions.

The team identified a number of concerns which will require additional
inspection effort. The licensee acknowledged the team's concerns an( agreed
to evaluate and implement appropriate corrective actions. The licensee agreed
to submit an integrated schedule for the completion of the following actions:

1. The adequacy cf the startup transformer's surge protection devices wil'.
be reverified. (313/9216-01)

2. The adequacy of the protective devices for the containment electrical
penetration devices will be reanalyzed. (313/9216-02) --

3. The EDG loading, including the automatic sequencing of accident loads,
will be reevaluated. (313/9216-03) ,

4. A formal voltage drop analysis of the Class lE, de powered components,
including the inverter powered loads, will be completed. (313/9216-04)

5. The EDG fuel-oil systems will be evaluated and advisable improvements
will be implemented. (313/9216-05)

6. The tornado missile protection for the EDG combust ion air-exhaust pipes
will be verified. (Inspection Followup Item 313/9216-06)

The team found the actions taken in response to many of the ANO-2 EDSFI
findings had not progressed sufficiently to permit closure of the findings.
The status of all of those findings are addressed in paragraph 1 of the
report. Only one of the findings (368/9102-07) was closed.

-
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DETAILS

L1~. -FOLLOWUP ON ANO-2' ISSUES (92701)-

*

The team reviewed the licensee's actions'in response to the findings of the
-

-EDSFI at ANO-2. . The licensee's response and implementation schedule to
,

Lcorrect those_iindings was included in the Entergy Operations, Inc., letter '

: dated December 20, 1991.- By letter dated February 12, 1992, the NRC found the
-licensee's response to' be_ acceptable. The status of licensee. actions is

~

: discussed below.-
'

1.1 .(0 pen) Unresolved Item (368/9102-01): Offs-ite Power Sources

LThe-adequacy of-the second source-of offsite' power to the AN0 facility was
_ questioned during_the ANO-2-EDSFI. _By. letter dated April'8,~1992, the
ilicensee described the-actions to-restore the 161kV transmission system to ant

acceptable status. .The-staff reviewed the licensee's 3ctions and-determined
that additional information was -needed to reach a conclusion on the long-term

,
_

acceptability of;the ~161kV transmission system as -the second source of offsite
power. By letter _ dated May 5,'1992,-the staff requested written clarification

:of. the licensee's commitments'. .in addition, the staff's findings were
-discussed with the licensee in telephone conference calls conducted on May 1
-and'May 19,'1992. Members of- the team particinatec' in. those' conference calls.

~

The licensee implemented a series of modifications to' improve the
acceptability of theLl61kV transmission.. system. These modifications included
changing in-plant-transformer tap settings and installing new transmission
: system capacitor. banks. However, on'May 22,'1992, the licensee was unable to
remotely. connect _a recently installed capacitor bank to the 161kV portion of- -

the_ switchyard. The-licensee attempted _to connect the-capacitor bank as a-

_ precautionary measure prior to performing maintenance on the 500kV-portion of
the switchyard. :This problem was discussed during ardher conference call

-that'was conducted on'May127, 1992.

vThe licensee's actions were found to be; acceptable for near-term operations.
'This item remains open,- however, pending final resolution of the technical'
issues and;the implementation-of all needed modifications.

1.2. (0 pen) Inspection' Followup Item (368/9102-02): 1 Voltage Levels at MCCs

-The acceptability of the voltage-levels at the motor-control centers (MCCs)
~

was questioned.during the ANO-2 EDSFI, The licensee agreed to complete-

voltage regulation studies and implement any needed modifications by
: December 31,.1992'.

'During this inspection, the team verified that the . licensee was in the process
.of performing a voltage . drop | study- (Calculation 91-E-0083-01) that will

_

. supersede the existing studies.- In addition, the team was informed that-37 of
the marginally sized-(50 volt-ampere) control-power transformers had been
replaced during the recently completed maintenance outage. The remaining

, . _, - . - - _a.,__ . _ __. --.
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smaller sized transformers were scheduled to be replaced during the refueling
outage that was scheduled for October 1992. This item remains open pending
the completion of the voltage drop study and the replacement, as necessary, of
additional MCC control-power transformers.

1.3 (0 pen) Inspection Followup Item (368/9102-03): Short-Circuit Analysis

The team identified some errors and omissions in the short-circuit analysis
that was being utilized by the licensee during the ANO-2 EDSFI. The licensee
agreed to correct and update the analysis by April 1993.

During this inspection, the team reviewed the licensee's proposed actions.
The licensee stated that a new study would be completed using approved
computer programs and hand calculations. The scope of the study would include
the 500kV and 161kV switchyard buses down through the Class 1E 120V
distribution panels. This item remains open pending completion of the
licensee's short-circuit studies and the implementation of any needed
modifications.

1.4 (0 pen) Inspection Followup Item (368/9102-04): OC System Voltage Drop
Study

The licensee had not completed an analysis of the voltage values that would be
available at the terminals of various battery-powered components. The
licensee comitted to have a scoping study completed by March 31, 1992. The
definitive schedule for completing the analysis and any needed modifications
was to be established in the scoping study.

During this inspection, tha team verified that the scoping study had been
conducted for the licensee by Bechtel Power Corporation. The team reviewed
the scoping study and noted that the analysis would utilize a computer model
that would calculate the battery terminal voltage based on the total load
current under normal operating and design basis events. The effects of
battery aging and cell temperature would also be considered. The calculated -

voltage at a distribution bus could then be used to determine the maximum
circuit length for each connected device. The team found the licensee's
approach to be acceptable. Thi item remains open, however, pending the
comt,letion of the analysis and tne implementation of any needed modifications.

1.5 (0 pen) Unresolved Item (368/9102-05): Post-Accident Instruments

The team determined that the licensee was deenergizing the power supply for
various instruments in order to limit the electrical loading of the batteries
during a station blackout scenario. The team questioned the acceptability of
deenergizing instruments which were considert.d to be post-accident monitoririg
instruments in accordance with Regulatory Guide (R.G.) 1.97. The licensee
stated that the instrumentation requirements had been reevaluated and that a
new proposal was being submitted for NRC consideration.

-2-
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During this inspection, the team discussed the licensee's response to the NRC
request-for additional-information dated April 28, 1992. The licensee was

. scheduled to provide clarification of the commitments to R.G.1.97 by June
1992. The team was informed that the licensee would include a discussion to
clarify the power supply provisions for the instruments that were being
deenergized as part of the scheduled submittal. This item remains open
pending-the staff's acceptance of the licensee's submittal.

1.6 (0 pen) Inspection Followup Item (368/9102-06): Fuel-Oil System

Modifications

The licensee had determined that the reliability of the emergency diesel
generators (EDGs) could be improved by implementing enhancements to the fuel-
oil system. The licensee committed to complete an evaluation of

_

recommendations for improvements by October 1, 1992. During this inspection,
the team was informed that no actions had been completed on the evaluation,
Therefore, this item remains open pending completion of the licensee's
evaluation and the implementation of any needed modifications.

The team noted similar design shortcomings with the Unit I fuel-oil system and
- will follow the ' licensee's actions in response to those observations as
Inspection Followup Item 313/9216-05 (See paragraph 3.1.2).

-1.7 (Closed) Inspection Followup item (368/9102-07): EDG 1.oad Carr_ying
Capability

The load carrying capability of the EDGs had not been evaluated under the
worst case conditions of high cooling-water temperature concurrent with high
combustion-air temperature. The licensee committed to have this evaluation
completed by June 1,1992.

During this inspection, the team verified that the licensee had reviewed the
emergency-cooling pond (ECP) analysis (Calculation 91-E-0099-07) and
determined that errors existed. The licensee also initiated Condition
Report.(CR) C-92-041'to evaluate past ECP operability and to provide
recommended changes. The licensee determined that the ECP had been operable
because of the conservatism utilized in the calculation.

The licensee revised the calculation utilizing more accurate assumptions and
determined that the peak ECP temperature would be 121.74*F. The reduction in
the predicted peak ECP temperature and, therefore, service water temperature
from 127.3 F to 12.1.74 F resulted in a predicted EDG load margin of 148kW when
the combustion-air temperature was assumed to be 1200F (Calculation
91-D-2003-01). This load capacity margin resolved the NRC concern; therefore,
this item is closed.

-3-
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l.8 (0 pen) Insgettion Followup Item (368/9102-08): EDG Room Temperature
Concerns

The team questioned the effects on electrical devices of long-term exposure to
the hs'h ambient-temperature conditions that were determined to exist in the
.EDG rooms. -The licensee committed to evaluate the condition and propose
recommendations by June 1, 1992.

During this inspection, the team reviewed Calculation 92-E-0036-01, " Aging
Effects on Equipment in EDG Rooms During Summer High Ambients," dated May 15,
1992. The licensee assumed an ambient temperature of 120 F for 30 consecutive
days and concluded that the effects on components would involve only a slight
loss in service life. The licensee was also scheduled to evaluate the
temperature conditions on components located within the control cabinets and
to evaluata alternate cooling methods, if needed. The licensee was granted an
extension of time until June 19. 1992, to complete that evaluation.

This item remains open pending completion of the licensee's evaluations and
the implementation of any needed modifications.

1.9 (0 pen) Inspection Followup Item (368/9102-09): Battery Room Ventilation

The licensee had identified a shortcoming in the circuitry design for the low
ventilation flow alarm of one of the battery rooms. The licensee committed to
implemat an improved design during the next Unit 2 refueling outage. During
this wspection, the' team reviewed Engineering Action Request (EAR) 91-549.

The EAR was initiated on September 3, 1991, to evaluate corrective actions.
The proposed corrective actions included the replacement of an existing time
delay dropout relay with a time delay pickup relay and the rewiring of a few
other existing components. Since the proposed corrective actions were minor
in scope, the actions were added to the Unit 2 Annunciator Upgrade Project.
This project was scheduled to be completed in accordance with DCP-88-2111 by
October 1992. This item remains open pending implementation of the corrective
actions.

1.10 (0 pen) Inspection Followup Item (368/9102-10): Fuse-Control Program

The licensee recognized the need for a comprehensive fuse-control program and
committed to establish a controlled fuse list and program implementation
procedures by December 31, 1992. The licensee also committed to perform
selected cabinet walkdowns to validate the existence of correct fuses.

During this inspection, the team reviewed the licensee's actions in
establishing a Unit 1 fuse list, performing a 100 percent walkdown of as-found
fuses in Control Room Cabinets C16 and C18, and evaluating any differences
between the as-supplied and as-found fuses. The licensee's program appeared
to be on schedule with their established goals and the identified
discrepancies appeared to have been appropriately evaluated.

This item will remain open pending verification of the full implementation of
the licensee's fuse cetrol program.

-4-
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1.11 (0 pen) Inspection followup Item (368/9102-11): Boric Acid Pipina in
EDG Room

The team questioned the potential' effects of a leak in the boric acid system
components that were located in the "A" EDG room.- In response to that
question, the licensee committed to evaluate the advisability of installing-

spray' shields between the boric acid components and the surrounding safety-
- related equipment. The licensee was scheduled to complete the evaluation and
recommend corrective actions _by October 1, 1992.

During this inspection, the team determined that the licensee had not
completed the evaluation of this potential problem. Therefore, this item
remains open pending completion of the evaluation and the implementation of
any needed modifications.

The team noted similar concerns in the Unit 1 EDG rooms. These concerns are
discussed in paragraph 4.5.2.

2. ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

The team performed an evaluation of the design aspects of the onsite EDS. The
evaluation included the review of system descriptions, design reports, design
calculations (including system loading, fault current levels, protective
device coordination and settings, voltage level regulation, and equipment
sizing), equipment specifications,-and modification activities. The
inspection did not include the offsite distribution systems because those
common systems-were evaluated during the ANO-2 EDSFI.

The team reviewed a sample of specific electrical design attributes for each
of the ac and dc EDS voltage levels. The team's review emphasized, but was
not limited.to, the safety-related or Class 1E electrica1' components and
systems. The reviews and evaluations were performed to ensure conformance
with the applicable regulations, codes and standards, and to verify compliance
with the ANO-1: Technical Specifications (TSs) and Updated Safety Analysis
-Report (USAR). The team utilized plant-specific, risk-based insights that had
been developed under the auspices of an NRC contract for inspection guidance.

The team also reviewed the results of the assessment of the EDS, which had
been conducted by the licensee. The team evaluated the licensee's actions in
response to the assessment findings and observations as part of this
inspection. The team did not concentrate on the problem areas identified by
the licensee; however, some of the issues and the licensee's corrective
actions are addressed in this report.

2.1 Onsite Distribution Systems

The onsite distribution system was supplied power at the 6.9kV and the 4.16kV
level by the dual secondary windings of the unit auxiliary transformer or the
startup transformers. The very large non-safety-related loads were connected
to 6.9kV Buses H1 and H2. The majority of the loads were supplied power at
the 4.16kV level by Buse.s Al and A2.

-5-
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.During normal operations, the main generator supplied all of the unit loads
through the unit auxiliary transformer. Upon a loss of the normal power
supply, the unit loads were automatically transferred to Startup Transformer
No. 1. Prior to the problems identified with the 161kV transmission system,
the loads could also be automatically transferred to Startup Transformer No. 2
if Unit I was aligned for the automatic transfer.

The engineered safety features were connected to 4.16kV Buses A3 and A4.
These buses could be energized by either the associated 4.16kV Bus Al or A2,
or by the associated emergency diesel generator. A crosstie between Buses A3
and A4 was also provided.

2.1.1 Startup Transformer Surge Protection

The team observed that surge protection devices had not been incorporated on
the safety-related 4.16kV system. Further, an analysis or calculation was not
available to demonstrate that the surge arresters attached to the primary
windings of the two startup transformers would provide acceptable lightning
and switching surge protection for the transformer's secondary winding side
circuit devices. In the event of a design basis accident, when power was
unavailable from the unit auxiliary transformer, both 4.16kV safety-related
buses would be transferred to the same secondary winding of a startup
transformer. Thus, a lightning or switching surge could impact both redundant
safety-related trains of electrical equipment if adequate protectiin was not
provided by the surge arresters.

In response to this concern, the licensee issued EAR 92-920, dated May 19,
1992, to perform an analysis to verify the adequacy of the surge protection.
The licensee's analysis will be evaluated during a subsequent inspection.
(Inspection Followup Item 313/9216-01)

2.1.2 Short-Circuit Capabilities

The team reviewed Calculation "AN01-CC," Revision 0, dated June 14, 1985.
which was Attachment A to Calculation 84-E-0083-01, " Protective Device
Coordination Study," Revision 5, dated February 4, 1991. Calculation AN01-CC
was performed, in part, to determine the magnitude of the short-circuit or
fault duty, which the EDS could experience. The calculation was performed
using the computer-based program " DAPPER" or " Distribution Analysis for Power
Planning, Evaluation and Reporting," Version 3.4, (SKM Systems Analysis,
Incorporated). The calculation indicated that the 480V safety-related load
center switchgear and 480V motor-control centers were within their short-
circuit ratings, but the 4.16kV safety-related switchgear could be overloaded.

The maximum three-phase fault in the 4.16kV system was calculated to be
approximately 49.4 kilo-amperes; manufacturer's data indicated that the ,

switchgear had an interrupting rating of 46.9 kilo-amperes at the nominal
voltage of 4.16kV, The team observed that the licensee's self-assessment
identified the condition and that the licensee had determined -that the
calculation was overly conservative. The licensee pointed out that the
calculation considered the contribution from both EDGs in parallel with the
offsite power system when, in fact, only one diesel generator would be tested

-6-
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at a time. Also, the calculation did not consider the decay of induction
motor contributions prior to circuit interruption by the switchgear. The teem
noted that the licensee had issued EAR 92-237, dated April 17, 1992, to
reanalyze the fault study using more realistic inputs based on as-built plant
and equipment information. Further, the licensee planned to use the newer
computer-based program "A-FAULT" or "Three Phase Fault Analysis ANSI /IEEE
Methodology," Version 3.5, (SKM Systems Analysis, incorperated), which would
consider the decay in induction motor fault contribution when determining
switchgear fault current interrupting requirements. The licensee had made a
partial run of the " DAPPER" program using the original inputs except for
considering the fault contribution from only one diesel generator. This

.

informal calculation determined that the maximum three-phase fault on the
4.16kV system would have been 43.3 kilo-amperes. Based on this informal
calculation and the licensee's plans to complete formal calculations, the taam
determined that the 4.16kV safety-related switchgear short-circuit
cLpabilities were acceptable. c

2.1.3 Equipment Loading

The " DAPPER" computer-based program used in Calculation AN01-CC also
' determined the load flow or loading on the various 6.9kV, 4.15kV, and 480V
buses. This part of the calculation indicated acceptable loading conditions
on the plant's safety-related 4.16kV switchgear, 480\ cad centers and MCCs
for normal operation and worst-case accident conditions. Loadings on the unit
auxiliary transformer and startup transformers were also shown to be within
their ratings.

In response to questions raised by the team, the licensee provided copies of
internal correspondence which addressed power cable ampacity. The licensee
had also issued SAR 91-538, dated September 5,1991, for the development of a
design guide that would consider industry standards for cable sizing and
ampacity derating. Based on the documentation reviews and the team's
calculations for several cables, the team determined that the power cable
ampacity methodology was acceptable. -

2.1.4 Overcurrent Protection and Coordination

To assess the adequacy of equipment overcurrent protection and protection
coordination, the team reviewed Calculation 84-E-0083-01, " Protective Device
Coordination Study," Revision 5, dated February 4, 1991. The calculation was
performed to provide protective device settings and to establish coordination
of the protective devices. The team considered the calculation, the
methodology used, and the time-current curves that were developed to be
acceptable. The team determined that, except for possibly the containment
electrical penetrations discussed in paragraph 2.1.5 below, adequate
protection and coordination had been provided.

2.1.5 Electrical Penetration Assembly Protection

In response to the team's questions, the licensee stated that no formal
evaluation was available to demonstrate the adequacy of thermal and mechanical
damage protection for containment electrical penetration assemblies under

-7-
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short~ circuit conditions. The licensee's position was that the ANO-1 design
predated the guidance of IEEE Standard 317-1976, " Electrical Penetration
Assemblies in Containment Structures for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
and U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.63, " Electrical Penetration Assemblies in
Containment Structures for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." Therefore, an
evaluation had not-been performed. However, the licensee had ider !ified the
lack of documentation during the self-assessment and had issued EAR S2-285,
dated May 15, 1992, to perform an evaluation of the adequacy of the electrical
penetration assemblies' protection.

The licensee's evaluation of the adequacy of the protective devices for the
electrical penetration assemblies will be reviewed during a subsequent
inspection. (Inspection Followup Item 313/9216-02)

2.1.6 Voltage Regulation

The team reviewed Calculation 92-0-7006-01, "ANO-1 Millstone Analysis - Load
Centers Tap Change," Revision 0, which provided verification of ANO-1 bus
voltages when the unit was in an accident condition and powered by Startup
Transformer No. 2. The analysis addressed both steady-state and transient
conditions when the 161kV offsite power source degraded to 0.975 per unit with
the B5 and B6 load center transformers' taps changed to 4055V. The
calculation assumed that AN0-2 safe-shutdown loads were powered from Startup
Transformer No. 2. The calculation determined the bus voltage at each
sequence step and the voltage under steady-state conditions after the
completion of load sequencing. (Under an accident condition and degraded
offsite power, ANO-1 sequentially loaded safety-related equipment onto the
engineered-safety feati.res (ESF) buses using an automatic-load shedding and
sequencing scheme.)

The team noted that he original calculation did not address the voltages at
the 480V load center and 120V buses. The licensee informed the team that the
480V load center bus voltage was being reviewed under EAR 92-244 and agreed to
include the review of voltages at the 120V buses in that effort. The team's -

review of the results of the licensee's preliminary evaluation and the 120V
loads did not identify any operability concerns.

2.2 Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs)

The design of the ESF electrical- power sources included two EDGs, each rated
for a continuous load of 2750kW. The EDGs were designed to automatically
start and provide 4.16kV power to the associated ESF bus (A3 or A4) when the
normal power source was not available. The team evaluated the load carrying
capability and the protective features of the EDGs.

2.2.1 Full-Load Requirements and Capabilities

The team reviewed Calculation 86E-0002-01, "AN0-1 Diesel Generator #1 and #2
Load Study," Revision 5, which provided verification that the connected load
to the EDGs did not exceed either the 2-hour rating of 2860kW or the
continuous rating of 2750kW. Section 5.6, " Cable Losses," of the calculation
concluded that cable losses were negligible when compared to the credited
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equipment loadings. The team noted that neglecting the . iditional loading as
a result of cable losses was not conservative because the cable losses
represented loadings between 6 and 10kW. The team determined that this
additional loading was within the EDG capability, but could become important
in the future as new loads were added.

The team also reviewed Calculation 90-E-0062-02, " Unit 1 Emergency Diesel
Generator Loads," Revision 2, which provided the basis for determining EDG
loading under accident conditions. The calculation indicated that the loading
attributed to the service water (SW) pumps was based upon the motor nameplate
horsepower (i.e., 350 HP). At the time of the calculation, no pump
performance data was available to determine pump runcut flow. The team's
review of the manufacturer's motor-pump curves indicated that SW pump runout
conditions could result in.the motors encroaching upon their service factor.
This would result in a loading of approximately 103 percent of the nameplate
rating.

The calculation also assumed that the emergency feedwater (EFW) pumps would
not be required after 21 hours following a MSLB accompanied by a loss of
offsite power. The licensee had assumed that the decay heat removal system
operation would preclude the need for EFW after 21 hours. However, the team
questioned the predictability of the transition from EFW to decay heat
removal. After. reviewing the situation, the licensee concluded that the
transition between these two systems could not be accurately predicted and,
therefore, it would be more conservative to assume the continued operation of
the EFW system beyond the first 21 hours of the event.

The licensee agreed to revise Calculations 86E-0002-01 and 90-E-0062-02 to
correct the assumptions related to SW pump power requirements and decay heat
removal system operation. The revisions of the calculations and other EDG
loading considerations discussed below will be evaluated during a subsequent
inspection. (Inspection Followup Item 313/9216-03a)

2.2.2 EDG Load Sequencing -

The team reviewed the settings of the sequencer relays used to automatically
load the EDGs. With the exception of the reactor building cooling fans, all
sequencing relays were Agastat Model E7012 electropneumatic time-delay relays.
The nominal time-delay setting and the acceptance range for each of the
sequencer relays was identified in Section 11.0 of Periodic Test Procedure
1305.006, " Integrated ES System Test," Revision 12.

The team was concerned with the minimum acceptable time interval between
certain specific loads. The worst-case example of a short-time interval
between load additions was the :.5 second minimum acceptable time between the
SW and EFW pumps. The results of the April 1992 integrated engineered-
safeguards test documented a 3.5 second time interval between the sequencing
of the SW and EFW pumps. Although the EFW pump was providing only
recirculation flow during the test, the EDG output voltage dipped to
approximately 79.8 percent (i.e., 3320V). While this value was above the
minimum required voltage of 75 percent, the voltage would have dipped even
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lower if the time interval had been closer to the minimum acceptable interval
or if the EFW pump had been more fully loaded.

Review of the April 1992 test results also indicated that some sequencing
relays had drif t'ad outside the acceptable ranges. The relay associated with
the "A" SW pump had a measured time delay of 16.96 seconds, which was in
excess of its 16.5 second maximum acceptable time delay. Similarly, the relay
associated with Reactor Building Cooling Fan VSF-1A had a measured time delay
of 37.67 seconds, which was significantly less than the minimum acceptable
time delay of 45 seconds. (The SW pump relay was calibrated and the VSF-1A
relay was subsequently replaced with a solid-state relay.)

The team noted that a possibility existed for the reactor building spray (RBS)
pump and the reactor building cooling fans to be simultaneously loaded onto an
EDG. The sequencing circuitry was designed to load the RBS pump onto the EDG _

after a 35 second delay provided an actuation permissive signal of reactor
building pressure greater than 30 psig was present. The cooling fans would be
loaded onto the EDG after a 50 second delay if the reactor building pressure
was greater than 4 psig. For a certain scenario, the actuation permissive
signal for the RBS pump might not be present until the sequencing signal for
the cooling fans occurred. This could result in loading the fans and the pump
onto the diesel simultaneously. The licensee determined that the "B" EDG was

capable of recovering from the simultaneous loading. However, the "A" EDG's

loading margin was more limiting and its recovery from such loading could not
be assured. Even though the licensee's evaluation determined that this
scenario was improbable and, therefore, not considered to be a safety- -

significant consideration, the licensee initiated EAR 92-334 to perform
further analyses of EDG loading. The team reviewed the licensee's evaluation
of this situation and noted that the licensee had calculated a probability
2.5xE-10 for the event. ,

The team observed that ANO-1 utilized three high-pressure injection (HPI)
pumps; HPI pumps "A" and "B" were dedicated to safety trains "A" and "B," -

while HPI pump "C" could be aligned to either safety train. The EDG loading -

calculation, however, did not consider the concurrent operation of two HPI
pumps on a single EDG. In order to prevent ~ concurrent operation of a
dedicated and swing HPI pump, the swing pump circuit-breaker control scheme
contained electrical interlocks from the dedicated HPI pump circuit breakers.
The sequencing relay for each dedicated pump was set for a 5 second delay and
the swing pump relay was set for a 7 second delay. The team was concerned
that the sequencing relay setting of the swing HPI pump could drift to a value
close to the 5 second time of the dedicated pump and/or the dedicated pump's
relay could drift to a higher value. If this occurred, both HPI pumps could
receive concurrent start signals. The attempted starting of two HPI pumps on
a single EDG would jeopardize the EDG's operation.

During the team's review of the EDG load sequencing times, the team questioned
the basis for the minimum required response time for establishing SW system
fl ow. The licensee indicated that a 91 second minimum-required response time
had been established. However, this response time was based upon the
requirements of the accident mitigating mechanical safety systems and did not
consider EDG cooling requirements. The team questioned the maximum time that
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the EDGs could operate under either a cold or hot start condition without
cooling water flow. Since this information was not readily available from the
EDG-manufacturer, the licensee provided a preliminary calculation. The
calculation indicated that the EDGs could operate for 1.15 minutes if started
from cold conditions and for 47 seconds if started from hot conditions without
exceeding the maximum jacket water temperature limitations. Both of these
response times enveloped the 30-second total-time delay settings for loading
the SW pumps onto the EDGs.

As a result of the concerns raised during their self-assessment and those
raised by the team, the licensee initiated EAR 92-333 to study enhancements to
the EDG sequencing scheme. The licensee's evaluation of the EDG loading
conditions will include: the potential overlap of RBS pumps and reactor
building cooling fans; the potential for two HPI pumps starting
simultaneously; and the allowable time an EDG can operate without SW cooling. -

The licensee's evaluation will be reviewed during a subsequent inspection.
(Inspection Followup Item 313/9216-03b)

2.2.3 Voltage and Frequency Regulation

The licensee recently received an " Emergency Diesel Generator Engine Load
Capability Study for Arkansas Nuclear One," Document No. 9034-LS-1 dated
May 18, 1992,.from the EDG manufacturer. This study provided an analysis of
the expected voltage and frequency transients as the EDGs were being loaded.
The team compared the voltage and frequency variations recorded during the
April 1992 integrated engineered-safeguards test, to the expected values
calculated by the load-capability study. The team noted that the minimum
voltage and frequency values recorded during the test were consistently lower
for the major loads than the corresponding values determined by the load
capability study. Since the voltage and frequency would be expected to
decrease as pump loading increased, the voltage and frequency would be
expected to be even lower during true accident conditions. Based upan this
comparison, the team was concerned that the techniques or methods used to
perform the load capability study may not have been sufficiently conservative. -

The team, therefore, performed a detailed review of the test results
5associated with Procedure No. 1305.006 " Integrated ES System Test," dated

April 1992, including the strip chart recordings of voltage and frequency.
During discussions with the licensee renarding the voltage and frequency strip
chart recordings, the licensee indicated that the recordings were reviewed
only to verify that the load sequencing times were within allowable limits.
The voltage and frequency recovery characteristics were not routinely
reviewed. However, the licensee stated that the review of voltage and
frequency strip chart recordings would be incorporated into the trendingw
programs for various AN0-1 systems. These programs were in the process of
being developed by the System Engineering Group. The team's review of the
strip chart recordings did not identify any failures associated with voltage
or frequency recovery.

The.iicensee agreed to reevaluate of the EDG testing methods and their review
of test data as part of the overall EDG loading study discussed in
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paragraphs 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The licensee's evaluation will be reviewed during
a-subsequent! inspection. (Inspection Followup Item 313/9216-03c)

2.2.4t Protective Relays

The team observed that each of the EDGs had protective relaying for
overcurrent, differential current, anti-motoring, and loss-of-field conditions >

which would trip the associated EDG output circuit breaker. These trip
signals were in. addition to the trip signals from the engine-protection system
consisting of overspeed, low lube-oil pressure, crankcase overpressure, and
engine ~overcrank. A generator neutral over-voltage relay provided an alarm
only. The team determined that the settings of the protective relays
determined in Calculation 84-E-0083-1 were acceptable.

~ However, the team noted that all EDG generator and_ engine-protection trip
signals were single channel initiated, with no r.dundancy or coincident logic
provisions. The guidance of U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.9, " Selection,
Design, and Qualification of Diesel - Generator Units as Standby (Onsite)
Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," dated December, 1979, would
require these trip signals to be bypassed under accident conaitions. The
licensee stated that ANO-1 was committed to Safety Guide 9, " Selection of
Diesel Generater Set Capacity for Standby Power Supplies" dated March 10,
'1971, which did not include the above provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.9. The
team, however, considered not bypassing the protective trip signals except for
generator differential and engine overspeed under accident conditions to be a
design weakness. The acceptability of the current design will be further
evaluated and may become the subject of an NRR technical staff review.

|
2.2.5 Generator Neutral-Grounding Equipment

|.
|~ The team noted that no calculation or analysis was availtble to demcnstrate

that the diesel generator neutral-grounding transformers and resistors were
adequately rated for continuous operation with an uncleared ground fault on
one phase of the generator output.~ In response to the team's concern, the
licensee performed Calculation 92-E-0058-01, " Neutral Grounding Resistor
Sizing for. Emergency Diesel Generator," Revision 0, dated May 20, 1992. The
calculation-demonstrated that the grounding transformers and resistors were
adequately rated for continuous duty, under single phase ground fault'

conditions.

2.3 Battery Supplies and Distribution

The de system design incorporated two 125V batteries and their associated
chargers'and distribution systems. An additional battery charger that could
be utilized by either battery was also provided. Each lead-calcium type
battery was rated for 1500 ampere-hours. The battery size was based on

,

! supplying power for the continuous operation of emergency dc and vital ac
| loads for a minimum of 2 hours.
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2.3.1 Load Requirements and Battery capacity

The licensee's self-assessment had identified two concerns involving the
battery sizing calculation. These were the lack of documentation for the
first minute of the duty cycle and the adequacy of the battt-y capacity to
accommodate future load additions and aging. The team noted hat the licensee
had responded to these concerns by adding two cells to both of the batteries
and by issuing Calculation 92-E-0021-01, " Emergency Duty Cycle and Battery
Sizing Calculatior," Revision 1, dated May 14, 1992. The team noted that this
calculation utilized the methodology given in IEEE Standard 485-1983,
" Recommended Practice for Sizing large lead Storage Batteries for Generating
Stations and Substations." The team concluded, based on the calculation, that
the safety-related batteries were adequately sized and had acceptable design
margins. The team noted that design margins would be further enhanced when
the licensee transferred the large non-safety-related loads to the new
non-safety-related battery.

The team reviewed Calculation 92-E-0021-04, " Battery D06 and D07 Recharge
Time," Revision 0, dated March 5, 1992. Based on this calculation, the team

concluded that the battery chargers could recharge their respective batteries, :

following a discharge to 105V while supplying power to the continuous loads. 4
The battery recharge time was calculated to be approximately 12 hours.

The team also reviewed Temporary Modification 92-1-023, which increased the
;ize of both safety-related batteries from 58 cells to 60 cells. The
modification will remain in effect until the licensee installs a new,

non-safety-related battery during the next ref"eling outage.

The original system design had utilized 60 cells, however, a previous
modification removed two of the cells from each battery in order to lower the
system voltage' during equalizing charges. The high voltage levels that were
utilized during equalizing charges had the potential to exceed the voltage
rating of some of the dc components. The temporary modification to reinstall
the two cells was made to ensure that there would be adequate voltage -

available to the various components during a station blackout condition. The
non-Class 1E loads presently powered by the safety-related batteries will be~

transferred to the new battery after it is installed. Removal of those loads
will ensure that the voltage available for safety-related loads can be met and
again allow returning the safety-related batteries to 58 cells.

The team noted that during the previous refueling outage, an equalizing charge
had been performed with the two additional cells installed. The licensee had
disconnected the battery from the 125V de bus during the equalizing charge and
had powered the bus from the swing battery charger. The licensee had
determined that equalizing charges between refueling outages had not been
required for several years and did not anticipate having to perform another
before the installation of the new battery during the IRll outage. However,
if an equalizing charge should be required, the length of the charge will be
strictly controlled to minimize the high voltage condition on the bus.
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2.3.2 Equipment Short-Circuit Capabilitiest

The team reviewed Calculations 92-E-0021-02, "001 DC System Short Circuit
Study," Revision 2, and 92-E-0021-03, "002 DC System Short Circuit Study,"
Revision 2, both dated April 9, 1992, to assess the safety-related de system
equipment short-circuit capabilities. The team compared the calculated short-
circuit currents at the various equipment buses and circuit interrupting
devices against the equipment's specifications. The team concludeJ that the
equipment and interrupting devices short-circuit capabilities were acceptable.

2.3.3 Overcurrent Protection and Coordination

The team reviewed Calculations 84-E-0083-50, "DC Load Center D01," Revision 1,
dated May 7, 1992, and 84-E-0083-51, "DC Load Center D02," Revision 1,
(Preliminary), dated May 18, 1992, to assess overcurrent-protection
coordination. Acceptable coordination was demonstrated by the calculations
fur each redundant system with the following exceptions. The redundant 125V
de control centers, D01 and 002, each supplied a non-safety-related lighting
panel. Coordination between the lighting panel branch circuit breakers and
their supply breakers on the control centers could not be assured for faults
above approximately 500 amperes. Also both D01 and D02 supplied a separate
MCC for loads associated with the steam driven EFW pump. Coordination between
the MCC starter breakers and the MCC supply breakers on D01 and D02 could not
be assured for faults above approximately 1400 amperes.

The licensee determined that the first case was acceptable because each
non-safety-related lighting panel was adequately isolated from the associated
safety-related control center by the panel supply breaker and only a lighting ,

panel would be lost by this lack of coordination. The licensee also concluded
that the second case was acceptable even though the MCCs were safety-relatea,
but not redundant. The licensee considered the loss of either MCC to be a
single failure of the turbine-driven EFW pump. However, the motor-driven EFW
pump would not be effected and would still be available. Based on the above
calculations and determinations, the team considered the protection -

coordination to be acceptable.

The team also reviewed LER 92-001-00, " Circuit Breaker Coordination Within the
DC Power System." The LER discussed the licensee's review of the ANO-1 125V
dc power system. The licensee discovered a deficiency with the coordination
between the main load center and the branch circuit breakers. The licensee
determined that under certain f ault conditions, the main load center circuit

breaker could trip before the branch circuit breaker could clear the fault
thereby de-energizing the entire distribution panel instead of just the
faulted circuit. To correct this deficiency the licensee replaced the load
center circuit breaker with fuses that coordinate with both the upstream
battery fuses and downstream panel circuit breakers. In addition, the team
reviewed the associated condition report, the root cause evaluation and other
supporting data. The team concluded that the problem was well characterized,
the resolution was technically sound and the corrective action was
appropriate. Therefore, this LER is closed.
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2.3.4 Voltage-Drop Ccnsiderations

The team reviewed Calculation 92-E-0003-02, " Voltage Drop To B5 And 86 Circuit
Breaker Closing coils", Revision 0. The calculation evaluated the voltage
drop to the circuit-breaker closing coils associated with safety-related load
centers B5 and B6. The calculation demonstrated that adequate voltage would
be available to the worst-case load-center circuit breakert. However, the
team was concerned that no analysis had been included in the calculation to
demonstrate the operability of the circuit-breaker spring charging mators.
The operability of these motors was a concern because they operate after the
actuation of the circuit breaker. The licensee performed a praliminary
calculation, which demonstrated that the charging spring Ntors would have
sufficient terminal voltages (i.e., greater than 90V) under the worst-case
:t.nditions. The licensee stated that an analysis of the chuging motors would
be included in the next revision of the calculation.

The licensee's self-assessment had identified the lack of adequate dc voltage
drop calculations to verify that sufficient voltage would be available to
various dc components under worst-case conditions. The licensee initiated
EAR 92-089 to develop formal voltage-drop calculations for all critical dc
system loads. The team also determined that no voltage-drop calculations were
available for the 120V ac system powered from the safety-related inverters.
The licensee agreed to sform a voltage drop study for the safety-related
loads fed from the inverters as part of EAR 92-089.

The licensee's formal voltage drop calculation for the dc systems and inverter
powered loads will be evaluated during a subsequent inspection. (Inspection
Followup Item 313/9216-04)

2.3.5 Inverters - Capacity and Protection

Four safety-related inverters, two from each battery, were provided to power
the vital-plant instrumentation and control circuitry. These 10KVA inverters
provided power for reactor-protection and engineered-safeguard loads. The -

team reviewed Calculation 92-E-0021-01, " Emergency Doty Cycle and Battery
Sizing Calculation," Revision 1. The maximum loading of the inverters was
calculated to be approximatel.v 56 percent. The loading values were derived by
taking current measurements at the inverter's dc input during normal plant
operation, calculating the total input power and subtracting the inverter
losses. However, during discussions with the team, the licensee indicated
that there could be some loads which would increase durinn accident
conditions. As a result, the licensee c'.'cided to take additional measurements
for selected loads during the next scheouled plant outage in order to ensure
that conservative inverter loading values would be available.

2.4 Conclusions

The team concluded that the overall design of the EDS was adequate. The team
considered the engineering and technical support personnel who were involved
with de inspection effort to be knowledgeable and competent. The team was
concerned about the lack of bypasses for the EDG trip signals during accident
conditions and considered the lack of bypass provisions to be a design
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weakness. The team was also concerned about potential problems involving the
automatic loading of the EDGs. No electrical equipment operability concernt
were identified.

3. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

The team evaluated the capability of selected mechanical systems to properly
support the functioning of the EDS. The inspection concentrated on the
functional capability of the emergency diesel generator's engine and the
support systems necessary for the proper operation of the engine. The team
also eva'luated other mechanical systems which could effect the functional

' capability of other portions of the EDS.

3.1 Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Engines

The EDGs were driven by GMC-Electro-Motive Division, 20 cylinder, turbocharged
diesel engines, which were designed to start and accept load within 15
seconds.

3.1.1 Engine loading

The teain evaluated the power demand for the major pump motors that would be
powared by the EDG during an accident situation. The team utilized the

. manufacturer's pump performance curves and motor efficiencies to establish the
required electrical power, which was then converted into required diesel
engine power.

The team reviewed the EDG loading calculation (90-E-0062-02, Revision 2) and
pertinent' manufacturers' put.p performance curves and data in order to assess
the ability of the diesel engine and its generator to supply the necessary
power during various operating and accident conditions. Particular attention
was given-to runout flow demands on the pump-motor sets. The team noted that
ANO-1 was not designed for random pipe ruptures at pump discharge nozzles,
however, pump runout conditions of essential pumps were adequately addressed ,

in the calculation.

The results of the pump loading studies were used in determining the EDG
loadings discussed in paragraph 2.2.1.

3.1 2 Engine-Support Systems.

The fuel-oil system contained a separate storage tank and a separate day tank
for each EDG. The two storage tanks were located in a flood proof, seismic
Class-1, excavated vault. -The inventory in each storage tank was continuously
replenished from the above-ground, bulk storage tank via gravity feed through
buried piping.

The team reviewed documents. pertinent to the fuel-oil storage and consumption
rates in conjunction with system and component drawings, fuel purchase
specifications, and fuel testing procedures. The fuel-oil system was found to
be adequately. designed with the following exceptions.

16-
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The E09 day tanks were not protected against accidental overfilling as
recomended by the ANSI N195-1976, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel-
Generators." The licensee recognized that a separate high-level alarn on the
day tanks would be a prudent enhancement to the fuel-oil system and initiated
EAR-92-295 to evaluate the modification. The team expressed a concern about
the reliability of the low-level switches governing the inventory of fuel oil
in the EDG day tanks. The single level switch on each day tank controlled the
operatiun of the fuel-oil transfer pump and the operation of tne low-level
alarm. ' The loss of- the switch would, therefore, cause the loss of both the
automatic makeup function and the low-level alarm function. The licensee
agreed to evaluate additional instrumentation improvements during the
evaluation of installing the new high-level alarms.

The licensee had noted that the EDG day tank vent pipes were subject to
possible " pinch off" by tornado missiles. EAR 92-0247 was initiated to study
the possibility of shortening the vent pipes to within the existing missile
protection barriers.

The team noted that the licensee had also identified a lack of measurement
instrumentation for the differential pressure across the fuel-oil transfer
pump suction Y-strainers, YP-16A, and YP-168. This condition also existed in
the Unit 2 design (see paragraph 1.6). The licensee generated EAR 92-307 to
evaluate the need, feasibility, and means of providing differential pressure
monitoring-for the strainers. The team considered the lack of differential
pressure indication to be a design weakness and determined that a followup
inspection of the licensee's actions was warranted.

The licensee's actions in response to EOG fuel-oil system improvements,
including. suction strainer instrumentation, day tank vent pipe missile ;

protection, and day tank level and control instrumentation, will be evaluated
during a subsequent inspection. (Inspection Followup Item 313/9216-05)

The team reviewed the EDG jacket-water cooling system and determined that both
diesel engines were provided with sumcient heat removal capacity for worst-
case ambient air and service water m gerature and flow conditions. The team
noted that the licensee was continuing to evaluate and update the EDG
calculations involving the ambiert ec-!aions (see paragraphs 1.7 and 1.8)'

related to the Unit 2 EDGs.

A historical review of ANO-1 diesel-related failures showed that several
events involved the failure of the "B" EDG engine speed sensing switch. These
failures cccurred around 1984 and had the potential to be a common mode
failure for both EDGs. The old design used a speedometer cable gear driven

| cff the engine cam shaft and was prone to failure of the cable and drive
reduction gear. The old design speed switches were also susceptible to'

electrical noise, which caused several switch failures that were discovered
L during monthly testing. The licensee replaced those switches and the engine

speed sensing system with an electronic model identical to the speed switches
i used on the ANO-2 EDGs. The new design used a magnetic probe, which sensed
! the teeth on the engine flywheel. This design was not subject to the

electrical noise or mechanical failure problems associated with the cable
drive and gears and had performed acceptably for several years.
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The[ team _ reviewed Calculation-3600-37, Revision'1, an'd concluded that the EDG
: room ventilation system was:Just- adequate for its intended purpose. Based on-
an- outside- atritemperature of 100oF, two exhaust fans (30,000 CFM'each) could

-maintain.the room attan3 ambient; temperature of 110oF. One fan could maintair
the' room at;a temperature of 120'F; The licensee initiated a change request

t to revise:the USAR to reflect: the above values-in order to maintain
documentation consistency.

'The: team:noted that-the EDG combustion air exhaust system piping exter<ded
,

Labove the concrete barriers provided for tornado missile protection. - The team
was concerned that the-exhaust pipes and/or their as'aciated exhaust hooos at-
the pipe ends could be crimped by the impact of a-tornado generated missile. -

|CrimpingLthe exhaust pipes could create sufficient back nressure to limit they
ponded to thisEDGs' ability to exhaust combustion air. The licensee 1'

- (concern Oy initiating EAR 92-335 to evaluate the potential; effects of-tornado
missile _ impact. The licensee's actions related to the exhaust pipe protection
will be' evaluated __ during a subsequent inspection. (Inspection. Followup
Item-313/9216-06)

* '3.2 Hautina. Ventilation, and-Air Conditioning-(HVAC)_' Systems

:Thef team reviewed various HVAC systems which could have an effect on the
Jproper operation of the EDS.- The team reviewed the calculations

- -(91-E-0090-06,:07, 08,-09 and 10) and'other pertinent documentation for-the
:HVAC systems dedicated-to the switchgear~ rooms, the battery rooms, the cable
spreading room and the electrical equiprunt rooms.- The team found the.

< assumptions, methodologies, and conclusions presented in the calculations to-

befacceptable. Therefore,:these HVAC systems were-considered to be adequate.

= 3.3 Conclu~sions

The team concluded that-the EDGs, their-support systems and other mechanical
systems were good. The teani was concerned about some of the design aspects of

*

the.EDG fuel-oil- andLexhaust systems and will evaluate.the 1icensee's
. corrective' actions during a subsequent-inspection. No mechanical system or
componentioperability. concerns were. identified.

~

4-. : EQUIPMENT TESTING AND SURVEl LANCE
6

:The team reviewed the-testing roc;uirements and test results for equipment
; included in the-design reviews. discussed above. -The team also performed
physicaLinspections of the-involved -equipment. These activities were

-conducted to ensure:that the equipment was being properly maintained and
controlled.->

4.1; Emeroency Diesel Generators (E9Gs)
4

The team reviewad applicable operating records, maintenance records and
surveillance test data in order to evaluate the overall reliability of the

,

~EDGs.
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ine team reviewed a listing of the work authorizations thi. had been issued
since January 1, 1990, for the EDGs and their support systems. The listing
contained numerous entry duplications of activities but was determined to
contain approximately 150 separate work authorizations in the form of Job
Orders _(J0s); . Of the 150 J0s, the' team determined that only 26 items involved
equipment' problems; the majority of the J0s were issued for routine and
preventative maintenance activities. Of the 26 problems that were identified,
the team determined that 3 involvid potential EDG operability concerns. The
team noted that 2 of the problems were component failures that were corr: ,ed;
the remaining problem is discussed below. -

The team noted that JO 00865993 was initiated on March 21, 1992, to repair the
control power cable for the "B" EDG fuel-oil transfer pump. The electrical
cable had been inadvertently severed during the implementation of an unrelated

- ,

temporary modification. The temporary modification was implemented by Limited
Change Package.(LCP) No. 91-5025. The LCP directed the utilization of a sp ve

'

cable (1494) that had been installed in MCC B61. The field engineer obser. J
that the length of the spare cable located inside MCC B61 was too short to
reach the intended termination points within the MCC. The field engineer
decided to cut and splice the cable below tha MCC rather than pulling the
cable end out of the MCC. .The field engineer identified a cable with two tags

_ (" Spare 1494" and "GCB611") below the MCC and determined that it was the
1 appropriate cable. The cable was cut and spliced on March 12, 1992, in
accordance'with approved procedures.

-On_ March 21, 1992, the licensee determined that the fuel-oil transfer pump for
the "B" EDG would not operate automatically or remote manually. (Since the
facility was shutdown during this period of time there was no TS requirement
that the EDGs be operable.) The licensee initiated CR-1-92-0174 to document
the problem and direct troubleshooting activities. The problem was determined
to be an open circuit in the control power wiring between MCC B61 and Control
Panel C108. The cut cable was located and corrected. The licensee issued

-CR-1-92-0182 to mluate the circumstances that led to cutting the wrong cable
and determined ..c. personnel error in addition to the improperly labeled
cable had caused the problem. The licensee conducted training for all of the
field-engineers in the proper and conservative way to identify electrical
cables-in order to ensure that a similar problem does not occur.

The-team also noted that the licensee did not maintain a log for the EDGs that
delineated the number of starts, valid failures, and invalid failures,
However, the licensee provided their response to a NUMARC survey dateds

February 6, 1992, which stated that the Unit 1 EDGs had experienced no
failures in the last 50 demands and only one failure in the last 100 demands.
From this survey and the few instances of problems requiring repair, the team
concluded that the EDGs were reliable.

| The team reviewed a number of surveillance and test procedures which were
!= _ required by_the TSs. The-team verified that the procedure provisions and the

| testing frequency met the requirements of the TSs. The team reviewed a sample
of the test data from the monthly EDG surveillance tests and found that the
test data had been properly completed and reviewed. The team also verified
that all of the parameters were within the TS limits.
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:While reviewing the_EDG~ start time requirements, the team noted a discrepancys

'_ between the. start time defined in USAR paragraph 8.3.1.-l.7.1.and Surveillance
; Procedure 1104.036, " Emergency Diesel Generator Operation," Revision 30. The
USAR stated that each EDG shall have a maximum starting time of 15 secords
fron' admission of- starting | air to rated voltage and frequency.. The.

: surveillance procedure was more conservative in that it defined the start time
from th6 initiation .of the start signal until the EDG output voltage exceeded-

3750V. The team questioned the basis for the 15-secor.d start 'ime. The
-licensee reviewed the: safety analyses and determined that a maximum of
15 seconds was assumed from the time the diesel .aceived the start signal

-until: rated voltage was being-gen; rated. The licensee initiated actions to '

- revise the USAR to clarify 'the 15.second EDG start time requirement _ in order
to| ensure consistency with tne safety analyses.

.The team' reviewed-the_EDG trending programs and found them to be somewhat
fragmented. . The Operations Department was trending. surveillance test data
from the_EDG. logs asirequired by Procedure No. 1015.006, " Operations Equipment
Trending Program,". Revision 2. In- addition, the team was. informed that the

-Predictiv'e Maintenance Department performed trending of EDG vibration data and ,

lubricating-oil: analyses. The team found the Predictive Maintenance
1 Department trending program to be comprehensive in scope and useful for
identifying. trends. The team was informed that the System Engineering
Department did:not: have .a program for trending the EDGs. The EDG system

,

. engineer had participated with.an EDG owners group that was considering a_
trending' program. The team was informed that the program may be formalized by

_

December 1992..

'4.2 Batteries. Charcers and inverters

LThe' team reviewed the ~ testing and maintenance of the 125V Class lE batteries
to ensure _ that regulatory requirements were being fulfilled. ,

The team-reviewed Battery Testing Procedures 1307.006, " Unit 1 Battery D06--

= Quarterly: Surveillance," Revision 7, and 1307.014, " Unit.1006 Battery
Performance Dischnrge Test," Revision 6. The. team verified.that the testing-
requirements were in_accordance with the TSs and the recommendations of
IEEE;450,:"IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement
of.Large Lead' Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations." The
-team found these procedures to be well written'with clear instructions

-

! presented'in- a logical manner.
,

,

:The testing records for the.last three quarterly. surveillance tests and the
lastEservice discharge-. test were examined and no problem areas or

-abnormalities,were identified. However, a-minor documentation error was
identified in: two of .the quarterly surveillance tests. The error involved the

u - application of a_ temperature correction factor to the~ individual cell . voltage
, '' values when no correction'was required. The error was in the conservative

- direction and was.of no safety significance.

e The team also inquired if trending was being performed on the batteries. The
system engineer's initial response was that no trending was being performed.
However, the team was later informed that some trending effort was being
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conducted |by the Predictive Maintenance Group. This effort consisted of-
tracking the lowest ; individual cell voltage and the average battery-specific--
gravity obtained during the quarterly! surveillance tests. The team considered

1theidata being trended to be of minimal.value since there was no correlation-i -

between the zindivi_ dual cell voltage and- the average- battery _ specific gravity
(i.e. the:specificLgravity was' not the specific gravity of the cell from which
the voltage was: recorded). Additionally, since the cell with Ane lowest
individual cell; voltage would: vary from surveillance test to surveillance

-test, there would be no consistent individual cell history. The licensee
. stated that-an~ enhanced battery trending program would be conducted by the

_

-system engineer. when-the position was fully implemented.
^

4.3 undervoltage & Protective Relavs

'

The team < reviewed selected procedures for testing and calibrating various
undervoltage and- protective relays. The team observed that the procedures

:-generally provided: detailed' instructions for testing, cleaning, inspecting,
~

and adjusting the' relays.- The team noted that recently revised procedures'

included enhancements and increased clarity:over older procedures. The
._ licensee had not systematically upgraded all of the procedures when the
biennial review concluded that no technical changes were required. The team

.

identified some problems with the biennial review process for the- relay
procedures'and brought the ' problems to the' attention of the licensee.

LRelay Procedure 1307.030, " Testing of Undervoltage Blocking Relays-Unit # 1,"'
>

' Revision-l',|had been reviewed in July 1990 and the reviewer had determined'

that the-procedure needed_ to be revised but was adequate for use as it was
written. ...However, a's-of the time of the inspection, this procedure had-not-
.been revised or declared inactive. Step 6.3.1 of Procedure 1000.139.. stated,
Lin part _that'"If a procedure should be corrected but is- adequate for use as
is, the procedure shall be corrected within ninety -(90) days following the
periodic review,= or the procedure shall: be declared inactive and a revision

Lcorrecting the deficiencies'shall.be completed. prior to its next use."

: Relay Procedure 1412.018,.:" Protective Relay Test-& Inspection:in Circuit
.

cBreakers W/GE Models 121AC51A & 12NGV13A-Relays," Revision 3, had been
reviewed in October-1991. The reviewer determined that'the procedure did not

-

- provide adequaterguidance for adjusting relay setpoints. The reviewer had
.

determined that:the procedure.did not have adequate instructions to perform
thettask and was, therefore,- technically inadequate. As of the time of the
inspection, this procedure had not been declared inactive and had been ;

implement _ed subsequent' to the biennial review. (However, the relay in
question _did-not require a'setpointLadjustment.) For a' procedure that was
found.not adequate for;use as written, Step 6.3.2 of Procedure 1000.139

' f required, in- part, that "the reviewer notify the responsible Department. Head.
-so'that a revision or. Permanent Change may be immediately written to correct
the ; identified problems, or the reviewer completes Form 1000.139B so that the'

' procedure may be declared inactive and a revision correcting the deficiencies
shall. be completed prior to its?next use."

In response to the team's findings, the licensee took immediate action to
initiate'a 1000.139B Form, which placed Procedure 1412.018 in an inactive
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status.- The licensee initiated CR-1-92-0389 to document the problem and
identify corrective; actions._ In addition, the licensee conducted a search of

-approximately 200 procedures-in the central maintenance-relays area or
responsibilities to locate any recent biennial reviews which were not in
compliance with procedure 1000.139. The licensee found 5 more procedures that
should have been placed in an inactive status. Furthermore, the licensee took
action to identify procedures with overdue biennial reviews. An additional 33
procedures were placed in an inactive status as a result of those reviews.

The team determinM that the licensee had failed to properly implement the-

periodic review requirements of Procedure 1000.139. This failure led to some
relay-procedures being inadequate to perform the functions for which they were
written. This is an apparent violation of TS 6.8.1, which requires procedures
to be properly maintained. (313/9216-07)

_

The licensee was in the process of developing a SIMS component setpoint
database. The setpoint project was scheduled for completion in October 1993.
The team noted that more than 1300 of approximately 3000 devices had been
entered into the database. The team reviewed the accuracy of the database
entries for selected relays. Two minor errors were brought to the attention of
the licensee. The team also reviewed the licensee's validation and quality

- control-processes for the database entries and determined that the errors weret

probably isolated cases and were within acceptable limits of accuracy.

The team reviewed the licensee's relay trending status. The team determined
that the relay trending program was being adcquately developed. The system
engineer had an up-to-date compilation of relay historical data and had
developed relay trend analysis charts. During the review of completed relay
tests, the team found that tFe trend charts reflected the as-found and as-left
relay status.

4.4 Circuit Breakers

The team reviewed the programs and procedures for maintenance and testing of -

circuit breakers.

The team reviewed preventive maintenance procedures 1412.042, "480 VAC K-Line,

Breakers With Overcurrent trip Device 00-3," Revision 5; 1412.043, "480 VAC
K-Line Breakers With Overcurrent trip Device OD-4," Revision 3; and 1412.044,
"480 VAC K-Lire Breakers With Overcurrent trip Device 00-5," Revision 3. The
procedures provided detailed instructions for cleaning, inspecting, and
. adjusting the circuit-breaker overcurrent devices. Additionally, " Preventive
Maintenance Engineering Evaluation No. 64," Revision 6, was reviewed. This
document contained manufacture recommendations, EQ program requirements,
maintenance history, applicable commitments, general PM guidelines, and
industry experience information used to formulate the preventive maintenance
requirements and schedules. Both the preventive maintenance procedures and
the preventive maintenance engineering evaluation were found to be technically
detailed and to present clear, logical instructions.

The team selected five 480V load center circuit breakers for examination.
Additionally, the preventive maintenance records for three of the circuit
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breakers were reviewed. The material condition of the breakers was good and
the maintenance records did not indicate any problerr.s.

In addition to the circuit br aker inspections, the team examined 14 Train "A"
MCC cubicles. The data from the molded case circuit breakers, control power
transformers, motor starters and the motor thermal overload devices were noted
and compared to.the data in the coordination study. Two documentation errors
were identified. The thermal overload device identification numbers were
incorrectly entered on the coordination data sheets. The overload
calculations for the two devices indicated that they were operational and
presented no safety significant problems.

4.5 Walkdown Observations

The team performed physical inspections of the involved equipment and
walkdowns of the involved systems. The team made the following observations
during those activities.

4.5.1 Electrical Equipment

The team performed detailed walkdewns of the safety related switchgear rooms,
battery rooms, EDG rooms, electri_al penetration areas, and the "A" Train MCC
room. The above areas were inspected for general cleanliness, accessibility,
equipt.4ent condition, equipment labeling, and conformance to general electrical
design and installation criteria.

All areas inspected were generally clean and the equipment was appropriately
labeled. The team found the drawings used to facilitate the walkdowns to be
clear, traceable, and to reflect the observed configuration. Tne material
condition of the 480V load centers, the MCC external surfaces and the MCC
interior cubicals were considered excellent.

During the walkdowns, the team noted that the normal and emergency lighting
was not hard wired but plugged into receptacles located overhead. The team
considered the system to be poorly designed and discussed the concern with t a
licensee. The licensee presented documentation which verified that the system
had been approved during plant licensing.

4.5.2 Mechanical Equipment

The team conoucted walkdowns of the mechanical components associated with the
EDGs. The walkdowns included an evaluation of the general cleanliness,
equipment condition, and conformance to the mechanical design and installation
criteria for both EDGs. The team performed detailed walkdowns of the starting
air, Jacket-cooling water, lubricating-oil, and fuel-oil systems of the "A"
EDG.

The team found the general housekeeping to be good in both EDG rooms with the
exception of some lubricating-oil leaks in the "A" EDG room. The team did not
notice any maintenance work request tags to repair the leaks. During the
detailed walkdown in the "A" EDG room, a number of equipment identification
tags were inspected. The only error noted was a missing identification tag on
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a temperature control valve, CV-5260, in the cooling-water system. The
licensee _ initiated steps;to install a tag on that valve. The team also noted
-that the air-start system was fabricated almost entirely from stainless steel
components. The air-start system had_been changed to stainless steel in
accordance with DCP-87-D-127 during an earlier refueling outage'. -The team
considered the all stainless steel air-start system to be a good design
improvement. The team verified that the piping configuration in the field
agreed with the. plant drawings.-

During the walkdowns, _the team noted three radiation areas posted within the
"A" EDG room. These areas consisted of the east wall of the EDG room, boric
acid piping routed along the north wall, and overhead drain piping from the
reactor coolant pump seal work station. The north wall of the hallway leading
to the "A" EDG room was also posted. The hallway wall and east wall of the
EDG room had temporary shielding installed to reduce dose rates from the
reactor coolant makeup tank located in the adjacent room. This temporary
shielding, which consisted of lead blankets hung over scaffold frames, was
installed in accordance with Plant Engineering Action Request (PEAR)
No. 90-0363, dated January 29, 1990. A permanent shielding design was being
evaluated in accordance with EAR 90-036.

The team performed walkdowns of various plant areas to evaluate the adequacy
of the seismic design features. The team questioned the seisuic qualification
of the boric acid and drain piping as well as other process piping (hydrazine,

-lithium hydroxide, ins kument air, service air, domestic water, nitrogen, and
floor-drain piping) in the EDG rooms. The licensee stated that the piping was
not seismically qualified and that a Seismic II/I analysis had not been
performed. However, the licensee's response to Unresolved Safety
Issue (USI) A-46, " Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants,"
included a commitment to perform seismic walkdowns during refueling outage
IRll which was scheduled for the fall. of 1993. This commitment was provided
to the NRC-in Entergy Operations, Inc., Letter No.0CAN039108 dated March 21,
1991. The team noted that some of the licensee personnel were apparently not
aware that a Seismic II/I program was planned.

The team also walked down the safety-related battery and switchgecr rooms and
found the housekeeping to be noteworthy.

4.6 Conclusions

The ten concluded that the inspected electrical and mechanical equipment was
well maintained and that the general housekeeping practices were excellent and
considered this to be a program strength. The team considered the EDG air-
start system to be a good design improvement but was concerned about the
various process pipes that were routed through the EDG rooms. The team
expressed a concern about the lack of a formal trending program.

The procedural violation identified during the inspection was of concern
because of the potential for the use of inadequate procedures for testinc or
maintaining safety related equipment.
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5. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

The team concluded that the design of the ANO Unit 1 electrical 0"V'iNotian
system was adequate. Based on document reviews and discussions vitn toualved
personnel, the team determined that the engineering program was an
organizational strength.

The team contidered the licensee's personnel to be technically competent,
knowledgeable of the systems and professional in their work attitudes. The
more recent calculations superseding the origint. calculations were corsidered
to be good quality.

The team expressed a number of concerns during the inspection. The most
significant concerns were related to the lack of EDG trip signal bypasses
during accident conditions and the sequencing of loads onto the EDGs. The
team considered these issues significant because of the potential for .
unnecessarily tripping a EDG during an accident situation and for overloading >

the EDG if the load sequencing timing was not rigidly controlled. The team
also identified a violation related to the failure to properly revise plant
procedures.

6. EXIT MEETING

The team met with the personnel listed in Attachment 1 on June 5, 1992, and
summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. Licensee personnel
acknowledged the inspection findings. Although some proprietary informatior,
was-reviewed by the team during the course of the inspection, no proprietary
information has been incorporated into this report.

1
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- ATTACHMENT 1

CXIT MEETING ATTENDEES'

y

'

Licensee Personnel
'

D. Adams,. Engineering Supervisor
M. Baldwin, Engineer, Central Maintenance
A. Clinkingbeard, Control Room Supervisor
M. Cooper,-Licensing Specialist
B. Day, Acting Plant Manager
G. Dobbs, Electrical Engineering Supervisor
W. Eaton, Director, Engineering

- J. Ekis, System-Engineer
~

J. Fisicaro, Director, Licensing -

C. Gaines, Manager, Industry Events-Analysis <

'G.-Higgs, Modifications. Supervisor
D. Higgins, Electrical Maintenance. Superintendento
W. Hill, Senior Mechanical Engineer

.

-

J. Hotz, Senior Electrical Design Engineer
-

M. Huff, Engineering Supervisor-
'

L. .Humphrey, Director, Quality
A.-Jacobs, Superviscr,- Surveillance and Testing .

'R. King,: Supervisor,ilicensing
.

D. Lach, Supervisor, Design Engineering
D.'MacPhee, Design Engineering Supervisor ' >

- R. Mars, System Engineer ,
.

J.- McWilliams, Manager, Modifications ;
-

BL Miller, Document Analyst
~ M. Mizerackt, Electrical Engineer
' D.1Moedy, Quality Assurance Auditor
- W.= Perks,; Manager, Standards
M. Poustinchiant Senior Civil Engineer
R.iSessoms, Plant Manager, Central -

D. Shehadeh, Senior Electrical Design Engineer
_

F_. Titus, Vice President, Entergy Engineering ,
,

C; Turk,' Manager, Nuclear. Engineering Design |~
J. Vandergriff, Plant Manager,. Unit I~

E. Watson, Electrical Engineer
A. .Wrape:III, Electrical Design Engineering Manager !.

J. Yelverton, General Manager, Operations |
'

C.-Zimmerman,_ Operations Manager, Unit 1 i

- NRC Personnel

S. -Campbell, Residen_t Inspector, ANO
M. Franovich, Reactor Inspector. Intern. .

_

P. Goldberg. Reactor Inspector, Plant Systems. Section-

D. Kelley, Reactor Inspector Test' Programs Section
-T._ ~ Stetka, Chief, Operational - Programs . Section -
P. Wagner, Team Leader, Operational Programs Section
K. Weaver, Resident In.;pector Intern

- N.-Deinha,-Consultant
J. Haller, Consultant

- W. Joubert, Consultant
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ATTACHMENT 2

INSPECTION FINDINGS INDEX

1. The adequacy of the startup transformer's surge protection devices will
be-reverified. (IFI 313/9216-01; paragraph 2.1.1)

2. The adequacy of the protective devices for the containment electrical
penetration devices will be reanalyzed. (IFI 313/9216-02;
paragraph 2.1.6)

3. The EDG loading, including the automatic sequencing of accident loads,
will be reevaluated. (IFl 313/9216-03; paragraph 2.2.2)

4. A formal voltage drop analysis of the Class IE de powered components,
including the inverter loads, will be completed. (Ifl 313/9216-04;
paragraph 2.3.1)

5. The EDG fuel-oil systems will be evaluated and indicated improvements
will be implemented. (IFl 313/9216-05; paragraph 3.1.2)

6. The tornado missile protection for the EDG combustion air exhaust pipes
will be verified. (IFI 313/9216-06; paragraph 3.1.2)

7. One apparent violation involving the failure to properly update plant
procedures was identified. (Violation 313/9216-07; paragraph 4.3)

8. The team also reviewed LER 92-001-00, " Circuit Breaker Coordination
Within the DC Power System," and found the licensee's actions
acceptable. Therefore, this LER is closed. (paragraph 2.3.2)
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